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Having had some level of success being married for 28 years,
raising two girls, sharing a childhood with three older sisters,
mentoring hundreds of Michigan’s best women counselors
and case managers, and being gainfully employed for the last
35 years in a female dominated field, I feel the need to talk
about what is currently going on with our girls and their
importance. Like so many of you, I have witnessed the good,
bad and ugly regarding women and girls in education, the
community, various religious settings and the work place.
To be honest, often I’m flat out embarrassed by the behaviors,
mindsets, expectations and everything else of some males
when it comes to women and girls. It takes all that I have and
then some to not walk around eternally vexed by the lustful
and outright foul behaviors of some males towards women
and girls.
“I’m flat out embarrassed by the behaviors, mindsets,
expectations and everything else of some males when
it comes to women and girls.” Dr. Recco

In the earth, there are not many valuable resources left that
have the ability to shape a nation and procure good for
decades to come. Our girls, daughters and nieces are one of
the remaining resources that need our attention, protection,
guidance, love and understanding. There is no way around it
and another alarm needs to be sounded!
The calling card for today’s society and the balance of this
world’s existence is positioning our girls to do great things, to
climb new heights and to continue making differences as only
they can. What is required at this time is for people like you
and I to raise the banner and proclaim that now is the time for
our girls to arise and shine. Will you sound the alarm with
me? Will you draw a line in the sand and go all out for our
girls? Will you take on this mantle? Will you carry a portion
of the burden for the sake of our daughters? Will you? I will.

Recco
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My Thoughts About Raising & Helping Teen Girls
By Recco Santee Richardson, Ph.D., LPC

Introduction
The charge and demand for raising quality teen girls and
helping them at strategic times is real and requires intention
and skill. It can take everything, and then some, to help a teen
girl reach her full potential emotionally, socially,
academically, spiritually and financially. At some point, she
will have to negotiate ills associated with having a low body
image, inadequate esteem, unhealthy relationships, codependency traits, the detriments of depression and anxiety, a
lack of confidence and feeling the need to rescue others.
In my personal life, career path and religious responsibility,
outstanding teen girls appear to regularly and successfully
manage issues of guilt, shame, the need to feel needed,
personal identity, imperfections and the pressures of this
world.
Time To Be Honest
There are several perspectives and approaches that I feel must
be addressed when we seek to empower our teen girls to
experience holistic and healthy life outcomes now and in the
future. As such, I offer the following regarding their adult
relationships, developing their minds and having a place and
space.
Parent’s/Adult’s Relationships: With no doubt, our
daughters, nieces and girl cousins are watching and intrigued
by our past and current relationships with the same sex,
opposite sex, family members and friends. They are taking
mental and emotional notes each time they are made aware of
the content and occurrences in our relationships. As a result,
we as adults, parents and workers must be ever careful and
mindful of our relationship’s images, words, ideas and
philosophies that we speak in the ears of teen girls. Believe
me, they are watching and comprehend more than we think.
(continued on page 4)
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What I Love &
Hate About Most
Teen Girls
By Dr. Recco

Are Very Smart
Can Be Too Moody
Poor Choice of Friends
Have Good Values
Can Be Manipulative
Drawn To Drama
Enable Others Too Much
Excellent Problem Solvers

Can Have Low Esteem
Mature Faster Than Boys
Can Be Protective

Dumb Down To Others
Given To Anxiety
Have Common Sense
Are Good Planners
Reach Their Potential

Speak The
T
Word
1709 Nebraska Street .. Flint, MI 48506
(810) 422-1015 .. Kelly C. Richards, Founder & Senior Pastor

Believe The Word
Live The Word

Life Changing Teachings On …

The Beatitudes

TOPICS
The Kingdom Of God
From Mourning To
Gladness
How To Be Blessed
Spiritual & Emotional
Comfort
Mercy, The Equalizer
Righteous Living
Matters Of The Heart

“Be You, Be Blessed”
An In-depth
depth Study & Teachings

Beginning September 2019
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The Peace Makers
Handling Persecution
Rejoice & Rewards

Held At Grace Cathedral Community Church

Open To Public

Every Thursday 7 pm – 8 pm

No Registration

Speaker: Recco Santee Richardson, Ph.D., LPC
& Other Exceptional Presenters

No Cost

The last thing young developing teen girls need is a face full
of mess, drama, hypocrisy, lying and fakeness played out
before them on a daily basis by parents and caring adults. It
can take our girls a life time to unravel and renounce what we
showed them the first 18 years of their lives. What our teen
girls need, flourish in and desire the most is to see us enjoy
consistent relationships that are wholesome, fair, filled with
integrity, loving, fun, stable and warm. To present such
relationships to our girls doesn’t take a miracle, rather it takes
a conscious decision on our part and levels of commitment.
The Developing Mind: A teen girl’s mind is powerful,
impressionable, creative and a sponge. What they see in their
mind’s eye is what they sometimes set themselves to become.
As a result, as parents and adults, to the best of our ability we
must create an environment and expectations that vet the
images and experiences that our girls are exposed to. This is
no easy task, and it requires vigilance and bravery on the part
of adults, and understanding on the part of our daughters.
The mind, which is the seat of and sum total of the
personality, soul, will, heart, emotions and desires, must at all
times be guarded from enemies and cultivated towards good.
The guarding and cultivating must take place concurrently
and in balance with our girl’s development, cognition and
internal biological basis.
In a nutshell, the best way to develop, protect and move our
girl’s minds towards exceptional outcomes is systematic
parenting and programming that meets the expressed needs of
her heart. As parents and individuals that offer program
activities, the goal should be to teach our girls how to shut
things out of their minds and hearts that are detrimental,
untrue and toxic.
In order for our daughters to shut down wayward thoughts
and crippling ideas, we must teach them and regularly explain
concepts associated with understanding their emotions,
overcoming their unbelief, paralyzing their insecurities,
fulfilling their purpose, processing their determination,
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What I Think
Helped My Teen
Sisters The Most
By Dr. Recco

Had Each Other
Were Not Boy Crazy
A Stay At Home Mother
Earned Good Grades
A Good Work Ethic
Having A Sense Of Right
A Sense Of Community
Involved In Clubs
Free To Be Themselves
Raised Around Family
A Sense Of Purpose
Were Not Fearful
Had Fist Fighting Skills
Honest With Others
Had A Paper Route
Laughed Together
Access To Safe Places

grinding things out with the help of grit, evoking resiliency at
the right time, displaying bravery in the face of adversity,
standing for righteousness, and placing a demand on
excellence.
If we do this for our girls, they will be fortunate, spoken well
of, effective leaders, builders, and repairers of the breeches at
levels never seen before in this world. (see chart #1)
As parents and adults, we can’t be lazy, compromise or hit
and miss regarding the stated. Our teen girl’s very being and
life callings are at stake. Yes, the stakes are high!
Chart #1 Concepts That Help Our Teen Girls
Understanding Their Emotions: Helps Process Events Properly
Overcoming Their Unbelief: Assists With Confidence
Paralyze Their Insecurities: Promotes Independence & Well-Being
Fulfill Their Purpose: Serves As Internal Motivator & Guide Post
Process Their Determination: Encourages Self Assessment & Goals
Grinding With Grit: Overcomes Tendencies To Quit Or Blame
Evoking Resiliency: Helps To Bounce Back From Disappointments
Display Bravery: Gives Personal Resolve In The Face Of Fear

Our Teen Girls Must
By Dr. Recco

Avoid The Easy Way
Fully Trust Few People
Stay Woke
Find Their Space
Speak Truth To Powers
Stop Quitting So Often
See Things Clearly
Work Their Plan
Share Their Story
Always Feel Safe
Love Themselves
Be In The Know
Listen The First Time
Follow Their Dreams

Standing For Righteousness: Sets The Foundation For Greatness

Live In Full Color
Demand Excellence: Instills A Desire For What Is Required

Have Few Friendships
Be Fortunate: Promotes Accepting Honor & Walking In Success

Pursue Knowledge
Be An Effective Leaders: Provides Solutions To Our Nation
Build Communities: Presents A Fresh Voice That Is Needed

Excel When They Can
Process Things Properly
Not Compromise
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Her Place & Space: All across America, teen girls are
wondering about and searching for their place and space in
life. For good reasons, fitting in somewhere is so important to
them. When seeking to help our girls find their way and
space, it is important that we help them set and protect
personal boundaries.
“When daughters value their personage, value their time
and value their bodies, negative influences and disruptive
beliefs can’t easily penetrate the core of their being and
release dysfunction and havoc.” Dr. Recco

A lack of boundaries opens the door for confusion,
discouragement, isolation, fear and quitting. We must help
our teen girls establish and promote healthy boundaries. I
have found that the key to boundaries that protect emotions,
dreams, goals, purity and innocence is the presence of valuing
things.
When our daughters value their personage, value their time
and value their bodies, negative influences and disruptive
beliefs can’t easily penetrate the core of their being and
release dysfunction and havoc.
Instilling values and boundaries in our daughters is not that
difficult. Simply, it requires that we teach them how to feel
comfortable being alone. We must help them understand and
learn to use the power of saying “no.” In addition, our job and
task is to help them carve out a niche in life that doesn’t
require them to dumb down or apologize for their giftedness.
As well, showing them how to attach to healthy experiences
and quality people is important in that it can knock the wind
out of tendencies for them to enable others and codependency. The establishing of solid boundaries and
securing of well-defined values, can propel young girls to
pursue new discoveries, feeling safe, and ways of living that
are overdue in our communities. (To be continued next month)
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Photo Gallery Of
Teen Girls

RSRC
Recco S. Richardson Consulting, Inc.
Now Accepting LLPCs

“New & Transfer” Supervision Participants

Licensure Educational Training
LET
“An Effective & Personal Limited Licensed Professional Counselor
Supervision Program”

“We offer the
difference ...

LET PROGRAM
ACTIVITIES
Group Supervision
Individual Supervision
Case Reviews
Compliance
Strategies/Audits
Regular Communication
NCE Test Prep
Counseling Residencies
Private Practice Support
Personal Confidence
Case Conceptualization
Treatment Planning
Grant/Proposal Writing
Research Writing

Contact Us For Current
Supervision Cohort Locations
For more info visit
reccorichardsonconsulting.com/let-program
Since 2000, Over 250 LLPCs Have Been
Supervised By Dr. Richardson
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Guest Speakers
Conferences/CEU’s

… that makes a
difference”

Licensure Educational Training
Program (LET)
Offered by Recco S. Richardson Consulting, Inc., the
Licensure Educational Training (LET) Program is an effective
supervisory program that targets Limited Licensed
Professional Counselors (LLPCs) who need supervision.
LET Services
Group Supervision: Monthly gatherings that review
caseloads and discuss trends.
Individual Supervision: As requested, informal one-on-one
sessions that provide personal attention and insightful
strategies.
Communication: Unlimited monthly communication via
phone, email and text.
Other: NCE workshops, counseling residencies, business
services support, book club and scholarly writing/research.

Author, Trainer, Educator & Clinical Therapist

Contact Us

LLPC’s Supervision Sessions

Recco S. Richardson
Consulting, Inc.

Next Group Supervisions

2500 S. Linden Road, P.O. Box
321252, Flint, MI 48532
(810) 394-7815 (Office)
(810) 732-6657 (Fax)

Flint: Sunday, September 18, 2019 (5 pm – 9 pm)
Flint: Sunday, October 13, 2019 (5 pm – 9 pm)
Flint: Sunday, November 10, 2019 (5 pm – 9 pm)
Flint: Sunday, December 15, 2019 (5 pm – 9 pm)

Typical Supervision Topics
Case Conceptualization

Private Practice Insight

Treatment Planning

Personal Confidence

Clinical Diagnosis

Managing Difficult Clients

Career Planning

Grant/Proposal Writing

Ethical Dilemmas

Professional Disclosure

Case Termination
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Recco Santee Richardson, Ph.D., LPC

Website:
reccorichardsonconsulting.com
Email:
reccorichardsonphd@gmail.com

